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SUMMARY OF A REPORT OF A CONFERENCE OF DIRECTORS OP

INSTITUTES OP PUBLIC ADIOTI STRATION IN THE COMI-IOFiEALTH

I Background to Conference . . .....,.

}„ In recent years meetings of the "Heads of Schools of Administration

have "been arranged at the Round Tables and Congresses :of the International

-institute of Administrative Sciences, These have shown that there is value

- ini.comparing the experiences and plans of the various•■ schools and institutes,

and the. International institute recommended that regional*" meetings1 should

be held during 1963 when the International Institute would not' itself be

meeting. .-. ■ ■ \--" ■••1-:-"; -■■ ": ■ ■ ■' ■"•'■■ ■ : **■■'■■ '-■■■■

2* ' The Royal Institute of Public Administration thought that a ;Confe^ence

would be particularly valuable for institutes in Commonwealth countries,

"because of their common background of British administrative thought and

practice. In devising "the"programme it sought to provide an opportunity to

,-ifor the .participants to:- ■■''-'■-^ ; ' ■ ■ ■'- " '" ''■'

.,--..--■,--; ■,-.■-■■ '- ■ ■ ■ .:■■ -■■ -. .:■■:.■-.: ■■:,■-■'. "■ i ■'" ■ K* *i.-:-'--

(a')' examine the fundamental purposes of Institutes of Public Administration;

; (b) identify the kinds of work that Institutes can most usefully perform;

■ ■ v \o) 'compare their experience and achievements to date, seek pne. another's

'•"' ' advice on problems; and

(d) explore the possibilities of a continuing exchange of information,

.j:..».... .-...teaching materials and possibly staff. " r

The" Conference was attended iv" To;;>rc^o:\tativo?.i of fourteen, Commonwealth

countries', of which eight were African. The Conference Chairman was Sir

John Fletcher-Coofce, C'.M.G,; formerly Deputy Governor of Tanganyika.-^ .,.
... 7 .■■-., ■■ ■ ■ ■

3. The Conference provided a timely opportunity to discuss the Report of a

1 Committee set up by the United Kingdom Department of. Technical Co-operation

J:under the Chairmanship of Lord Bridges to review the subject of .Training in

■ of:. the 'CcnfeTene?:- aa'&rbeen- p'ublisheU by;""tLn!e" l'"'R6yai1"institute
of _ public Administrcticrij 24 Park, Crescent..,. London,. W.I,,■price 15sV
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Public Administration for Overseas Countries. The Conference welcomed the

Report as evidence of the United Kingdom's desire to increase its assistance

in public administration training, and urged the United Kingdom Government I

to press, forward with the acceptance of the Committee's recommendations^ *

The Conference felt that particularly useful forms of assistance during

the next few years would be the supply and training of 'tfeachers" of public

administration subjects for service in overseas countries/ the provision of

additional security for those already working in overseas Institutes o¥

Public Administration,, assistance in-the essential research work and ~r

publication in which Institutes must engage, and help in promoting1the '■

interchange of information and ideas among Institutes.in the. Commonwealth,

These views were conveyed to the responsible Minister.

II Introduction to the Conference .

4. In a kpyn»te speech the Conference Chairman, Sir John Fletcher-Cooke,

sai4 that it was necessary to distinguish between the processes of selecting

and mt training public officials. In selection it was necessary to look for

people with suitable personal characteristics and a good general education.

Institutes, however, were not normally concerned with selection but only

with training, the second stage.

5. Sir John recognized that the.British hid traditionally trained their

public servants by the apprenticeship system, and pointed out that.- thi,s; ;>

was not"suitable for the developing countries. It was now necessary, to ■

adopt more formal methods of administrative training which .would, produce',

quicker results. These methods should have two principal objectives:

(a) the development of administrative skill and effectiveness in action;

(b) the acquisition of the special .knowledge of the subject.matter .and
milieu of operations.

Sir John recognized that some persons had good natural administrative

skills, while others were deficient in them, and he posed the question

whether it was possible to make good the absence of intuitive administrative

ability by training. With regard to the second objective he warned against
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the fallacy that the mere imparting of knowledge, even if properly absorbed,

would automatically lead to an increase in skill. ' ; .. ,

6. A number of-'questions arose, said Sir John- on the role of universities,

and these posed the basic problen of what the real nature of a university-

should be. Should a university devote itself to education in the* broadest

sense and to the promotion of the growth of knowledge generally? Or should

it provide a wicie, range of facilities for vocational training, as do -

universities more generally in the United States? Sir John recognized: that

there- might be a question of terminology involved.

7,' Sir John ended his introductory speech by suggesting that perhaps the

mos't" that an Institute of Public Administration could do, or should hope to
■>■-■■ ■ ■ ■ ... . -ii■ .

do, was to make the good natural administrator better and to make '■the less

well endowed tolerable". It was posniblo that ah Institute ? by concentrating

on the really successful achievement of limited objectives, could make a

far greater impact on the effective working of Government than by becoming

too involved in more grandiose aspects of Government policy.

8. '"Sir Richard Ramage, C.M,G., lately Chairman of the Public Service

Commission,"Uganda, spoke on The /irsessment of Staff Requirements in a

Developing Counti*;-, :' He said that it was necessary to determine ■ the resources

required by the private sector as vrell as by Government, and that a country's

'development- might vrell be impeded if the Government took too large a

proportion of tho available talent. He posed three basic questions:

(1) What standard of Government organization is to be provided?

(2) .Vhat is thu educational output of the country and what is its form?

(3) In the li'^-at oi (l) and (2) how far can the Public Service fill

its requirements and vhat steps are necessary to remedy deficiencies?

Sir Richard examined these questions and made a plea for realistic staff

planning. He suggested various detailed r.ethods by which this could be done,

IJI The Teaching Function_of Institutes

9,- Tlie Conferer>co divided into three Study Groups for detailed discussion,

and ;one .of. these examined the Teaching Function. This Group, which was under

the Chairmanship qf M, Bennion, C.B,E,s Principalj Institute of Public
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Administration^ Nyasaland, considers Vna,^ i-uch of the teaching work, undertaken

in Institutes could he identified as of two main kinds, One was in courses, I

lasting perhaps a year or more, of a predominantly academic character; and •

the other wis in short courses rarely exceeding two or three months, dealing

with the practical problems encountered in the'public servant's day to day

work. The first kind of course required students of good intellectual

capacity and educational attainment, who were likely to occupy in due time

positions of substantial responsibility. Much of its consent would be devoted

to subjects already tveil established in university curricula in the political

and Ts'oci'-il .:c.eilce3o The second kind of course was more akin to those which

found a place in 'in-service1 training. They were not related to any

particular level of officer, but could be devised, as occasion required, for

all levels- Their essential feature was that they were related' to practical

questions which were facing the students in their existing work and with

matters of organization and management,

10, The Group attached much importance to good standards of language

teaching/ These they thought were important for the following reasons:

(1) A good understanding of the language in which administration is

conducted is essential to clarity of thought anu expression,

themselves fundamental requirements of the good administrator.

(2) Where English is the ls-yiajj of r,dmiiu. s tration the standards of

competence in the usg of this language often need to be raised

substantially and in a large uvv.ber of officials. This may mean

for some institutes that ?.s much as 20 per cent of the teaching

time may need to be devoted directly or indirectly to English

teachinge

(3) Where the lang-;;:?.ge of administration is not English there may

■ ■ ' be a need to develop in the national language suitable terms for

modern administrative concepts and practices, A knowledge of

technical language is almost t.s ' iinpcr fant to understanding in

a foreign to-i^ue ac the construction of 'the language itself..

This .is a task vrlii ch =».n institute oar very suitably undertake.

The. -Qroup empbas? e.ea that teachers in Institutes of Public. Administration must

be constantly aware of ■i;h^ : r.rortancs ^f language teaching and of the need to
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promote clear accurate expression in speech and writing. Thfy Lould take
every opportunity to correct students' mistakes and not regard this as

the sole duty of the language teachers.

11. The Group reviewed the content of the teaching undertaken in institutes,

and;dxscUssed-the relationship between background'training and specific

training for particular jobs. The Group gave a warning against devoting

more effort t:o general background information than was really justified,

especially where time and skilled labour was scarce. The amount of general

background instruction to be given should be related to the next few years

o± the trainee-s career, and for reasons of economy should not be more than
was reasonably necessary.

12, The Group discussed whether institutes should give instruction in

current political ideas and practice. It was recognised that an understand

ing of these would be essential for the public official, but the institute

would not wish to be accused of becoming involved in a countryrs politics.

The Group took the view that in the creative and rapidly changing conditions

of the. newly developing countries, political understanding among civil

servants was essential not only for co-operation with Ministers but also in
their relations with the people.

13. Economic development was recognized to be so fundamental to most ■■
countries that some instruction in the underlying problems which it posed,

and xn the policies and methods being adopted to solve them would often be

valuable, especially for the senior and middle grades. Special courses in

economics would often be justified for those who would be particularly
concerned with questions of economic development.

14. In reviewing teaching methods and techniques the Group concentrated
particularly on thoSe most recently developed. Case studies were regarded

as valuable where there was sufficient literary capacity for comprehension,

but xt was recognized that the proper use of them required much skill both

xn their construction and in their application. Not only must the ,ases be

appropriate to the level of those being trained; they must also contain -

matter of sufficient interest to hold the attention to make up for the

absence of real executive responsibility for decision. Project training
and practical exercises, together with visits of observation, were most
benefxcial when suitable facilities could be obtained for them.
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15. The Group thought that courses aiming to develop character through

adventuro migh+ he useful. It-was felt that there was-value in presenting f

new entrants during their induction training with problems of an administra- #

tive nature that tested not only their organizational capacity; but their

preparedness to maintain effort in circumstances of fatigue and, where

possible, in which physical and moral courage were required. It was

emphasized that in many developing countries situations arose that challenged

the whole man in a way which was much less likely in the advanced countries.

16. With regard to the teaching staff it was agreed that for the teaching

of administrative subjects a combination of practical experience and

intellectual quality was desirable. Those engaged in it should be capable

of explaining administrative theory and principles and of illustrating them

with practical applications,, This was likely to be best done by men who

themselves had experience of administration, and a good aptitude for it.

University teachers would have an important part to play in institutes,

especially at the advanced level. The broader, non-vocational content of

their teaching was particularly useful, while teaching of comparative

government and discussion of complex case studies provided other examples

of the contribution they could make,

IZ__Jtei*ea^£hi_Consul1ia^

17. The Group concerned with the teaching function drew attention to the

present shortage of suitable text books in public administration,-and to • ;

the fact that many of those that were available had a European or American

background of limited use because they did not contain relevant illustrative

examples. This deficiency underlined the importance of research and

publication by Institutes of Public Administration, and these were subjects

of a secoricf Group under the Chairmanship of Professor V.K.N. Menon, Director

of the Indian Institute of Public Administration. The Group considered that

research Was an essential function because it was an aid to- teaching, and

because ■Institutes were in a strategic position to help Governments in ■ ;

policy problems*
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X8» With regard to the subjects of research, the principal need of-

newly-established Institutes was for basic documentation and background

material dealing with the system of Government and -the organisation of

the various Departments. It was felt that Acts, Regulations and Ordinances

would provide the basic sources for this research, but the resulting publications

should be related, as far as possible, to the general, social, economic and

political background of the country concerned. Other subjects which urgently

needed attention were procedures in certain general fields of administration,

such as finance and personnel, and particular areas of administration such

■ as law and.order and major services like education and agricultural assistance,

. ■ ■ . . .."■■•

19* Once sufficient material had been developed to assist with teaching,

attention would need to be turned increasingly to the kind of res.e,ax,c.h which

would help to improve methods and standards of administration. The Group

recognized that on the second kind of research questions might arise which

were the subject of party-political controversy, and it was felt that, in

the interests of maintaining an impartial status, Institutes should not

themselves choose questions of this kind.

20, With regard to the staff for -re search","''"it was felt that suitably-

trained persons should be employed, and that they would generally be found

among those who had taken higher degrees. It would be helpful if oourses

could be arranged in recognized research methods and techniques to.^supplement

those qualifications. Since, for financial reasons, it would be possible

to employ only a limited number of staff primarily for research purposes,

it would often be necessary for the teaching staff themselves to undertake

research. In this situation it was desirable for the staff to be given a

period of time off from teaching during which they would be wholly engaged

in research, e.g. a sabbatical term*

21. Advising Governments and public bodies at their request uas recognised

as an important part of an Institute's activities, and was to come extent a

lorn of re^onrch. While it was folt that Institutes would have to meet some

requests of this kind, it was stressed that consultancy was not an essential

function of Institutes, and that there was a danger that the provision of

staff to undertake consultancy might interfere wioh an Institute's more

fundamental functions.
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22. ■■ The production of publications was thought to "be a most 'important

duty'of newiy-fouhded Institutes, and the following were the main"iy:pVst it

was" suggested they should sponsor: ■■ ' ■'• ft

(a) training documents or pamphlets;

(b) newsletters;

(c) journals;

(d) results of research projects;

(e) translations.

of, the practical problems of publication were discussed, notably those

•f finance and quality of production. Bearing in mind the importance of

publications, it was thought that they might, be a field suitable for

technical assistance.

' 23. A plea was made for the widest possible circulation of Goveirfiiaent'

information- and reports, and it was suggested that Institutes might use

their:-influence; to this., end. !■■■.. . ■ ■ . ,■ . .w: -.:.!.

v ..... . . V delations with .other Organizations .

'24. 'A third Group, under the Chairmanship of Mr. S.S.Richardson, Director

"'•Sf the Institute of Administration, Zaria, Northern Nigeria, reviewed" the

relationships with the Government of the country concerned, its universities,

other national bodies and various international organizations and: overseas

'Governments. ' '

25v The Group had no doubt that in an emerging- country the Institute would

need the fullest support of the Government, particularly,.during.its early

days. To this end it was desirable to attract the interest of..the country's

leaders and its senior officials. It was essential that the ministry or

Office responsible for the Institute'should be one which was able to take

a bi'tfj.d view of Government policy and. staff requirements.
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26. On the selection of candidates for admission it was recognized that

the Government would generally retain the main responsibility for this,

although there were one or two independent and quasi-Government Institutes

which might have some discretion in the matter. The Group was divided in

their view of the desirability cf reporting on students who came on

Institute courses. Such reports, if giver.; could clearly deal only with the

students1 work on a particular course rather than with their general

characteristics ar.d aptitudes. One Institute had found that the practice

of reporting on students had caused them to become inhibited in their work,

27. While it was agreed that a close working relationship between Institutes

and universities was desirable, there *ere fundamental differences between

these two kinds of organisation and between the kinds of persons who a-utenaea

them. In Ghana, for example, it had been found that civil servants did net

welcome mixing with university students. It was also recognized that in the

location of an Institute its relationship with a local university was not

the only important factor to be considered. It should obviously be situated

within a reasonable distance of the seat of Government.

28, The initial training of public servants, it was agreed, should be

undertaken locally ^erever possible, but it was desirable for those in

the highest grades, aft.i a period of experience in the service, to undergo

overseas training for a period of six months or a year. Before scholarships

were accepted for courses overseas, however, the terms on which they were

offered should be closely examined, particularly those relating to finance.

It was important to ensure that only those officers were selected who would

undoubtedly benefit from the opportunities provided. Failure to do this

would result in a waste of valuable resources, and a possible disturbance

and upset to unsuitable individuals.




